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Chapter- VI 

Puru -  ( - ) 

In our previous chapters we have discussed  

( ) both generally and individually. But our discussion will be 

incomplete if we do not include the discussion of the means of 

or  ( - ) in our present 

venture. Here ( ) means final or the 

highest  ( ).  In the view of PTP ( ) is 

the highest or  ( ). So, here we would 

discuss only the means of  or the spiritual liberation ( -

).  According to the Gou iya Vai ava-s,  ( ) is the fifth 

and  or highest ( ). But since  

( - ) is not admitted in any philosophical theory of 

( ) of Indian philosophical tradition, we have 

discussed the means of  ( - ) with the discussion of 

 ( - ) in the fifth chapter. We are discussing here only 

- ( - ).  

Some may think that the discussion of -

( - ) is not necessary or relevant in a discussion of the 

theory of human needs ( ). For one can know the nature and 

division of ( ) without knowing the ( ) of 

it or way to achieve it. We have two answers in regard to this 

misgiving. But before answering them we want to mention here 

another problem. One may say that the discussion on -

( - ) will be irrelevant if we do not already admit 

that  ( ) [here  ( )] is  ( ) or 

achievable. There may be some difficulties in holding ( ) to 

be  ( ). We would also discuss this problem.  
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Now let us turn to the discussion of our first problem, i.e. about 

the necessity of the discussion of - ( - ). 

We have said that there may be two answers to this problem. First, 

to know the nature and division of ( ) and to know 

the means of highest ( ) are not the same thing. 

FVP admits, as we have discussed before, four -

( ). In these four types some -  ( ) are both 

 ( - ) and - ( - ). It 

means some of them are both ( ) or end-in-itself 

and means of any other ( ) or end-as-means.1 But in 

the most philosophical sense PTP admits only one 

( ). 

  In the strict philosophical sense ( ) is 

( ), but not a means of any other ( ). But from 

this it does not mean that ( ) does not have any  

( ). ( ) has ( ) or we can say there are 

means to achieve ( ). Different PTP has discussed 

elaborately both spiritual freedom or ( ) and the means to 

attain it. There cannot be any ( ) which one cannot 

attain. If there is a ( ) without having any means to 

attain it ( ), then it will always remain unfulfilled. Then why do we 

call it as ( ) is a moot question. In this chapter we 

would mainly discuss the means of that ( ) or 

highest ( ) only which is admitted in PTP. In 

other words, we would discuss here mainly - ( -

).  

The second answer to the problem stated above is quite 

different from the first. in his , has 
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shown clearly and elaborately that a ( ) must be 

attainable through human efforts.2 In other words a 

( ) must be  ( - - ). 

 ( - ) means it can be brought about by will or volition. 

Here has presented an opponent’s position 

according to whom ( ) as admitted by Naiy ika-s cannot 

be achieved through human efforts. And he considered it as a 

serious challenge to the Ny ya conception of  ( ). He 

emphasized that it is a part of the idea of ( ) that it 

must be attained through suitable means. What we desire is actually 

a result ( ).  ( ) is a result. Now, the result is different 

from it's means or the way how this result can be achieved. Suppose 

we desire x. From this it also implies that we desire the means to the 

end x also. The desire of a means to an end ( ), i.e. the 

desire for the good as means, is dependent ( ) on the desire for 

that end (  or desire for the good as end) itself. In other words, 

the desire of a means to the end x is dependent on the desire for x. 

Because, if one does not seek x, he will not seek the means to 

achieve x also. Means to an end is important for that person who 

desires the end also. And if we have the desire ( ) for a certain 

means, then we have volition for it [we have  ( ) or 

 ( ) about it]. The desire is a condition of  ( ). 

But it is only one condition. There is another necessary condition of 

 ( ) about a certain means ( ). We will do something 

(some action), we will use a means to achieve the end if it is our 

 ( ) or it is within our power to do. If we desire a 

particular goal, then we also desire the action which is the means to 

achieve it. And if the action is within our power to do i.e.  

( ), then we will have  ( ) about it. One can wish 
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to bring the Moon from the sky. But neither there is means to achieve 

it nor it is his  ( ). If ( ) were such a thing 

then ( ) also could not be achieved through human effort. 

But if it is a ( ), then it must be attainable by us. 

Here the condition of  ( ) is very important. That 

man can achieve ( ) who can do what is needed to get 

( ). If it is said that to get ( ) means to square a 

circle, then nobody will be successful to achieve ( ). For, it 

is not ( ) or within our power to do. For this reason 

( ) and - ( - ) are 

closely related and the discussion of - ( -

) is quite relevant and necessary after the discussion of 

( ).3  

According to some view, ( ) is not attainable through 

any means or  ( ). considers the 

objection that according to the ya conception ( ) is 

such that it cannot be attainable through human efforts. If it is the 

case, it follows from this that if it ( ) is not attainable through 

human effort, it ( ) is not a ( ). Goutama, on the 

other hand, considered the objection that, ( )  according to 

the Ny ya conception, cannot be achieved because the conditions 

for achieving it are not realizable. 4  

There is another important reason for discussing -

( - ) in a work which is specially on 

( ). When we study different PTP-s of different philosophical 

schools we notice that they are not agreed about the means of 

 ( ) or - ( - ). Here we 

will show why it appears to us that the Ny ya position on this matter 
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is more convincing. Here an interesting point should be noted. 

Advaita Ved nta on the one side and Ny ya and majority of 

V ika-s on the other though agreed about the means of 

( ), but disagreed about the nature of   (

). m s ka-s oppose both the Ved ntins and Naiy ika-s on 

this matter. So, in considering PTP we need to discuss at least three 

philosophical schools namely, Ved nta (Advaita), Ny ya and 

Mim s . They have their own theories of ( ) and 

( - ). Here ( ) means 

 ( ). We have already discussed in our previous chapter 

how Ny ya and Ved nta hold different views regarding the nature of 

( ). According to s  school, ultimate 

( ) is  ( ) and not ( ). There is a 

controversy about this, but we will not discuss it here. But about 

( - ) s -s hold different view 

from both Ny ya and Advaita Ved nta. We will discuss this debate 

first. Since it has not been reflected in FVP, we have not discussed it 

in our chapter FVP. 

According to some classical philosophers and their modern 

followers,  ( ) is the means of ( ). However Ny ya 

and Ved nta are of the opinion that  ( ) is the means of 

( ). Here we want to note a point which is very 

discouraging. Though many writers in modern time keep themselves 

engage in discussing the theme of ( ), but they are 

almost silent about this important issue. It seems that they are not 

aware about it. And I think it is very unfortunate. Discussion of 

- ( - ) or - ( - ) will 

be incomplete if we do not discuss this important controversy. This 
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controversy is known as the controversy between  

( ) and  ( ). We will also discuss 

some convincing views of two great thinkers of our time who came in 

the line of classical Indian philosophy. They are Mahamahop dhy y 

 Bhu an Tarkav a and Mahamahop dhy  N th 

Kavir j. But we will not discuss here  as -

( - - ). For, different philosophical schools have not 

mentioned  as ( - ). And secondly 

 do not consider  ( ) as a means to 

( ). We have already discussed  in the previous chapter. We 

are discussing here only - ( - ).  

The controversy between ( ) and 

( ) involves reference to only two means 

of ( ); they are  ( ) and ( ). Both these 

words are used here in some restricted sense. In ordinary Sanskrit 

the word  is used to mean  ( ) which means any 

action. But in present context the word  ( ) means ethical-

ritual action. Thus performing sacrificial rites like (say, 

) is a case of  ( ). In other words, the word 

 ( ) is to be understood as an action which is performed 

positively ( ) or negatively ( ) following  ( ). 

These  ( ) are enjoined in the  or related literature 

called  ( ). These ( , )  

( ) can be of different kinds such as  ( ),  

 ( ),   ( ) etc. These -

( ) are usually called  ( ). There are also  

( ) (i.e. or duty specified for different ) and 

(i.e.  or duty specified for different  
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or stages of one's life for moral development). Similarly the word 

( ) also may be used in different senses. It may mean a 

false cognition or true cognition of an object. Here ( ) means 

true and immediate cognition of the real nature of the self. In other 

words, ( ) means ( ) or knowledge of the 

self. Now let us come to the controversy about the means of 

( ). Is it ( ) or  ( )? According to the 

 ( ) the means of ( ) is  

( ) and according to the ( ) the 

means of ( ) is ( ). 

Regarding the controversy between 

( ) and ( ), traditional thinkers hold 

different views from the views of modern thinkers and modern 

Hindus. Traditional  ( ) admit  ( ) 

like ( ) as a means of spiritual liberation [as a means of 

( ),  ( ) is as important as ( )]. Even 

traditional ( ) also hold the view that 

 ( ) has some useful role to play. But, according to modern 

thinkers and modern Hindus,  ( ) has no role to play for 

man's social, moral and spiritual progress. It has no role to play as 

the means of spiritual liberation or ( ). In the context of the 

battle of  the question of  ( ) and the 

means of it became very prominent. In we see 

that Arjuna was confused. He was afraid by realizing the possible 

death of his relatives and friends. He thought it was right not to fight. 

He requested Sri Krishna to advise and teach him about the path of 

his good, about the means of real good. To solve Arjuna's problem 

n Sri Krishna spoke many things about  ( ), 
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( ) and even  ( ). But Arjuna was confused and not 

understood which will lead him as means to his good. 

in the conclusion of his commentary on the discussed for the 

first time the debate between  ( ) and 

( ). He begins the discussion by showing 

the origin of this debate. He says that in the many different 

things have been said. From these one may become confused about 

what is really the right means of the -  ( - ) 

or ( ). Is it ( ) or  ( )?5 

ika-s are 

( ) and s  philosophers are 

( ). But there is a controversy within Ny ya philosophy. 

Unlike other Naiy ika-s, Bh sarvajña admitted 

( ). In this connection I would like to mention one important 

point. Prof. Rajendra Prasad has said that ( ) can easily be 

reduced to  ( ) Daya Krishna also admits this view.6 But I 

can hardly agree with their views. For ( ) and ( ) 

cannot be equivalent in any sense.  ( ) is a positive state but 

mok a ( ) is a negative state (at least for some schools of 

thought). Even those who admit ( ) as a positive state 

cannot include ( ) in  ( ). According to Advaita 

, ( ) is a positive state and it means 

 ( ) or pleasure. Though, according to them, both 

( ) and ( ) are pleasure but ( ) is 

impermanent and ( ) permanent. So, ( ) cannot 

be reduced to ( ). In other way also we can prove it. 

( ) is desire. Desire is not a need but what is desired or the object 

of desire is need. When we take ( ) as ( ) 
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we mean ( ) as  ( - ). Sometimes 

we use the word  (sin or ) to mean the object of  or 

sometimes  ( - ). Generally speaking  

( - ) or object of desire is  ( ) or good. This good is 

ultimately either pleasure ( ) including its means ( ) or it is 

freedom from pain or  ( ) and its means 

( ). One can get pleasure from many things. In other 

words many things can be object of pleasure such as food, fame, 

house, property etc. These are such pleasure or ( ) which 

are known as  ( ) or prosperity. All these are this-

worldly prosperity.  ( ) is other-worldly ( ) prosperity. 

According to Ny ya philosophy, ( ) includes all kinds of 

prosperity. This prosperity is good as end ( ). There are 

two means of these prosperity or ( ). One is  ( ). For, 

one can buy this prosperity if he has enough money. So,  ( ) 

is good as means ( ). In other words  ( ) is the 

means of ( ). So, ( ) is (intrinsic) 

 ( ) and  ( ) is  (instrumental) 

 ( ). But actually speaking only means in the list of 

four ( ) of FVP is ( ). We have already 

said that it is the root of all ( ). So, it is placed in 

the bottom position.  ( ) and ( ) are  

( ) if they are achieved through  ( ). 

( ) is that which is truly good for men. In other words 

( ) is not only seeking a thing. It is seeking a thing in a right way 

or through  ( ) and which is good for men in a right sense. It 

is not good for x and y only, it is good for all men. This good has two 

form; it is either prosperity or it is spiritual freedom or ( ). It 

follows that ( ) is achieved through human effort of 
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performing  ( ) and here  means right actions or 

duties. In other words the means of ( ) is  ( ) or 

more accurately   ( - ). This position is much more 

debated in philosophy or PTPs than the view that  ( ) is the 

means of the other two ( ) of  ( ) and 

). 

Thus we can say if we rightly interpret FVP then it tells us that 

 or -  ( - ) is the means of all other three 

( ). So,  ( ) is the means of ( ) 

also. But we already mentioned that according to Ny ya and 

Ved nta ( ) or knowledge is the means of ( ). 

Here knowledge means immediate knowledge of the true nature 

one's own self. Now, coming to our previous problem the question is 

which is the means of ( ) — is it ( ) or  

( )? It is true that both Ny ya PTP and Ved nta PTP admit that 

 ( ) is a great help in the attainment of ( ). Yet 

there is an issue. This issue is famous and it is known as the 

controversy between  ( - -

) and  ( - -

). According to  ( ) both  

( ) and ( ) are the means of ( ). Even like 

( ),  ( ) is an immediate and direct means of spiritual 

freedom. According to  ( ), though 

 ( ) has a role but it has only an indirect role to ( ). 

The ultimate means is ( ). s  philosophers are 

known as  ( ) where as Naiy ika-s and 

Ved ntin-s are  ( ). For saka-s 
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 ( ) means   ( ) or ritualistic action 

enjoined in the Vedic injunctions ( ). 

We have already discussed that the discussion of -

( - ) is not only relevant but also necessary after 

the discussion of  ( ). But still one may say that the 

discussion of - ( - ) is meaningless. In 

our previous chapter we have discussed mainly two forms of PTP — 

Ny ya-Vai e ika theory of  or NPTP and Ved nta theory 

of  or VPTP. According to NPTP, ( ) or 

( ) is final destruction of pain ( ). It is not identical 

with ( ). But according to VPTP, ( ) is 

 ( ) which is identical with ( ). 

This ( ) is eternally realized fact ( - ). 

And by understanding this one may say that -

( - ) is meaningless. For, he may think that there is no 

scope for the discussion of the means of achieving ( ) if we 

accept VPTP. Following 7 one may argue further 

that since there is no - ( - ), there will be 

no ( ) also. For, if we admit ( ) is 

nitya siddha ( - ), then it violates the meaning of term of the 

criterion of ( ). Because nothing can be a 

( ) if man cannot achieve it through his effort. If man cannot 

achieve x through his effort, then x cannot be regarded as 

( ). Ved ntins also have answer to this problem. We 

will discuss that. But before that we will discuss Ny ya position 

regarding this matter. According to Ny ya,  ( ) is of 

the nature of  ( ) or absence after the production or 

destruction. But every  ( ) has a cause ( ). It is also to 
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be accepted that every  ( ) is produced by the effort of any 

conscious being ( - - ). In all cases this conscious being is 

not human being. Man can be the cause of a table or a cloth or the 

destruction of these things. But for the destruction of the created 

world ( ) human being is not the cause. The 

conscious being who causes it is only God. Here a point should be 

noted that God has no need to be fulfilled. He is eternally and 

completely fulfilled ( , , ) being. So, he has no 

( ) also. But man has  ( ). For man 

has need, desires to be fulfilled. But this  ( ) must be 

achievable through human efforts. A man can say that he has a 

desire to bring the moon, but it is not a ( ). 

 ( ) must be achievable. is not achievable 

in this sense. Now, can we say   ( ) is 

achievable by human effort? Suppose we have pain of hunger and 

through a means we are successful to get rid from this pain. Is it 

( )? The answer is obviously in negative. There are 

thousands and thousands of such pains. Some of them we already 

have suffered and they are past. There are also pains in our present 

time and in coming day of future. When we say destruction of all pain 

is ( ), we do not mean pains of past days. For these are 

already destroyed. We actually mean all present and future pains. 

Such pains are also innumerable in number. But how future pain can 

be destroyed? Destruction ( ) means subsequent absence or 

absence of a thing subsequent to its production. It is both logically 

and factually impossible to destroy future pain. Hence ( ) is 

not achievable. No human effort can make it possible. So, 

- ( - ) in Ny ya philosophy is an 

inconsistent notion. 
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Thus we see that whether we take ( ) in the sense of 

Ny ya philosophy or in the sense of Ved nta philosophy, it is not 

achievable through human effort. So, either the conception of 

 ( ) of the Indian philosophers is wrong or there 

cannot be - ( - ). To solve this paradox 

we need to discuss more thoroughly the nature of ( ).  

There is unanimity among the Indian philosophers that the 

means or s dhan of ( - ) is ( ) or 

saving knowledge. But if we accept this, then there will arise another 

problem whether ( ) alone is - ( -

) or there should be something more in addition to 

( ) in achieving ( )? 

Before discussing - ( - ) we should 

discuss that ( ) is  ( ). If  

( ) is not  ( ) at all, the discussion of -

( - ) will not make any sense. But there may be 

difficulty in saying that ( ) is  ( ). For generally 

the things which are  ( ) are caused ( ) and caused 

things are necessarily impermanent. But ( ) is believed to 

be permanent ( ). So, ( ) is different from ( ). 

Though duration may be very long, but  ( ) is not 

permanent. One of the main reasons is that  ( ) 

cause ( ). So,  ( ) is  ( ) and  

 ( ) is it’s ( ). ( ) is permanent 

and so, ( ) is superior to  ( ). Dharmar ja has 

explicitly said in his  ‘ ’.8 He also 

said from  ( ) text ‘ ’.9 So, ( ) is nitya 

( ) or permanent. But if we accept this then ( ) cannot 
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be  ( ). And if it is not  ( ), the question of it’s 

( ) does not arise. 

has shown that if something cannot be 

achieved through man’s effort, if something is not 

( - - ), then it cannot be a ( ). We 

have never discussed this aspect of ( ) before. We 

have discussed  ( ) as need of human being. 

brings our attention to the stricter sense of the 

term ‘need’. Men wish so many things that are not 

( ) (e.g. a man may wish that all steel bowls in his house might 

become gold bowls). An important part of the word ‘

( ) is that man can realize it or attain it through his effort. What 

man cannot achieve through his effort is not  ( ). 

( ) means what man seeks to achieve and which he 

can achieve by his own effort. In other words, it should be his 

( ). Thus ( ) is not only  

( ), but it is  ( ) of the seeker. And if 

( ) is ( - - ), then it must be 

caused. 

According to Ny ya philosophy, ( ) is achievable by 

human effort. But for this it seems that their view is against  

( ). We have already shown that Dharma ja has clearly said that 

we know ( ) to be  ( ) from the text and he 

has actually cited this text. As an , a Naiy ika cannot 

go against the authority of the . Goutama has clearly said that 

absolute absence (   or ) of all  ( ) 

is ( ) 10  
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Clearly we are now in a different situation. For we cannot say 

on the one hand that liberation is impermanent, on the other we 

cannot say that liberation is permanent. However, both the Naiy ika-

s and Ved ntin-s were aware about this situation. One obvious way 

out would be to carefully interpret the authorities which we seem to 

violate. According to the opponents, liberation is by nature 

permanent pleasure ( ) and it has been said in the also. 

In this context Uddyotkara says “ ”.11 

Anyway, according to Naiy ika-s neither nor V ts yana said 

that ( ) is ( ). The quoted only says that he 

who attains ( ) does not return back in a state of bondage 

again. According to Goutama, in liberation  ( ) including 

( ) ( ) etc. are all destroyed. But the absence of 

 ( ) etc. are not absolute or ( )   ( )

 ( ) are not eternally absent. Man when successful to get 

liberation, these (i.e. janma, pravrtti etc.) are destroyed. So, they are 

not eternally absent. And once destroyed these never return again. 

When all  ( ) are destroyed and man becomes liberated, 

these ( ) never return. So, no liberated soul returns back 

to suffer pains, for they all are destroyed. Hence we can say logically 

that ( ) is permanent as well as can be achieved through 

human effort. It is permanent in the sense men who got it never lose. 

And since man can achieve it through his effort, it is  ( ). 

This view of the Naiy ika-s are not unknown to Ved ntin-s. But 

they have another problem. From the particular  text “

”, it does not mean that ( ) is permanent. There is 

another  text where it has been said that it is permanent. 

V ts yana has noted it in his . V ts yana has noted another 
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word for ‘ ( ) is ‘ ( ).12 Udayan c rya in his 

 has actually quoted the  text “ ” and 

comments that  and  are same. Here we also get 

another word – ‘  ( ). These words are synonyms of 

( ) and are negative words which denote some negative state of 

fact, i.e. absence ( ). This is supported by Ny ya thinkers, for 

according to them, ( ) is absence of all  ( ). 

According to Ved nta, ( ) is by nature ( ). 

But it does not mean that ( ) means any kind of 

( ). It means only ( ). To express this  

equates  with . If ( ) is 

( ), it must be the same as . In that case this 

 ( ) or ( ) must be ( ). Ny ya objection is 

that if it is ( ), then it cannot be achieved through human 

effort. A Ved ntin can say here that if ( ) were not of the 

nature of  ( ) then men would not seek it and also it could not 

be a  ( ). Following Goutama V ts yana has 

elaborately discussed this point that man seeks  

( ) as much as he seeks ( ). Moreover, sometimes 

we use the word  ( ) to mean  ( ). But if 

we mean  ( ) of  by  

( ), then ( ) will be ( ). Hence it will not be 

 ( ). So, according to Ny ya philosophers, ( ) is 

final destruction ( ) of all  ( ). 

Thus it is proved that ( ) is  ( ). That 

means it can be achieved through human effort. Ved ntin-s also try 

to find a sense of ( ) where it is both an object of human 

seeking and can be attained by human effort. According to them, 
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 is ‘ ’ or 

( - ) can be such an object. If they use ( ) to 

mean any of these three, they will use ( ) in a stricter 

sense. The interesting point is that this view will come to close to the 

Ny ya view. 

Before we turn to Ny ya- ika and Ved nta conception of 

( ), we would briefly state modern conception of 

( ). It is also very popular. We have discussed that many scholars 

has expressed FVP in such a way that it seems that it is the view of 

classical Indian philosophy. Obviously one may have confusion for 

that. The originator and propagator of this view are the modern 

Hindus. It was flourished during the time of Bengal renaissance. 

According to them, this culture we get from  and in the 

 doctrine of . Another name of  is 

Ved nta. Even many scholars are unaware of the difference 

between Ved nta as and Ved nta as the school of 

philosophical thought which starts with the . We will not 

go into it in any detail. But briefly we can say that there are three 

lines of thought which are considered as the major sources ( ) 

of Ved nta. One of these three sources of Ved nta  is 

. It is known as   ( ). The other two 

sources are  and  of B dar yana. These 

are known as accordingly  ( ) and 

( ). But not only these three sources constitute 

Vedanta as a philosophical and analytical system, it also includes a 

long tradition of commentary, sub– k  and many more. 

The modern Hindus like Br hmas and the followers of Vivekananda 

generally speak about Brahma and Ved nta. But hardly they have 
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cleared the conception about Ved nta as philosophical doctrine. As 

a result they made wrong statements about it. Not only a student of 

philosophy but student of other disciplines may also notice this 

difference. We would like to refer to the page of the Bengali book — 

 by Nirad C. Chaudhuri,13. But not only modern 

Hindu-s but also many great scholars find very little to object to this 

account of liberation.  

Here it should be noted that the view of Bipin Chandra Pal 

(1853 – 1932) is quite similar to the view of Swami Vivekananda 

(1863 – 1902). Both of them were closely associated with “the 

movement of social and religious reform in India, known as the 

Br hmo Sam j”.14 While reading the writing of some famous modern 

Hindu’s, we should keep in mind that it is not the view of s khya, 

yoga, Mim s  philosophers. Though obviously it has some 

importance but it is neither the representative view of Indian 

philosophical Tradition nor it is identical with Ved nta as analytical 

and philosophical system. They may have some view regarding 

( ) and if one wants to call it Ved nta, it is better to call it 

Ved nta as interpreted by some modern writers. 

Here a point should be noted that we are discussing 

( ) only in the  Tradition. We would not discuss 

( ) in the other parallel Tradition i.e. the T ntrica 

Tradition. It is a very old Tradition. We get it in a written form in 

Basugupta’s writing15. And for this reason we would not have any 

scope to discuss  ( ) as the means to attain  

( ) or - ( - ). The 

path of  ( ) is known as -  ( ). According 

to the believers of ( - )  ( ) may help 
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those who adopt ( - ) or  ( - ). 

But it is not any independent  to ( ). It has been 

said ‘ ’. It means we can really learn from the wise 

and their teachings and from  like , Mah bh rata etc. 

provided that we read them with genuine trust and respect. 

We will discuss two stages of ( ). But before that we 

would discuss the famous controversy between two stalwarts 

Mah mahop dhy an Tarkav  (1876-1942) and 

Mah mahop dhy th Kavir j (1887-1976) regarding the 

exact role of yoga in enabling man to attain ( ). Some hold 

the view that yoga has an important role to attain ( ). 

Tarkav -ji critically examined and defended the Ny ya position 

in the matter as expounded in the Ny ya tradition which begins with 

Gautama. But it is surprising that differences between two universally 

respected great scholars on such an important issue remained 

unnoticed or at least un-discussed so long. Kavir j-ji for the first time 

tells us that some texts have been found which contend that 

according to Ny ya (and Yoga), yoga is the immediate source of 

spiritual freedom. The medieval period thinker Bh sarvajña, as a 

result of the influence on him of Yoga and K shmir aivism, 

substantially  Ny ya philosophy.16  He was a great 

Naiy yika of K shmir and flourished in the early part of this period. 

Many of the doctrines of this philosopher, as we find them stated in 

his book and its elucidation , bear, according to 

Kavir j-ji, clear mark of the influence of Yoga on Ny ya and of the 

influence of K shmir aivism on Bh sarvajña. Since Indian 

philosophy ( ) is mainly based on the  culture, it puts great 

emphasis on  (saving knowledge or system of such 
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knowledge) or  (spiritual knowledge or knowledge of 

self). Passages like “ ” [those who know the self 

( ) transcends suffering], “ ” (save me from 

death but not from spiritual freedom) indicate this direction of the 

 culture.  recommends self realization ( or 

) as the highest value or the immediate means of realizing 

the highest need of life which is spiritual freedom. All the three —

 ( ), ( ) and  ( ) — are, 

and in this order, necessary means of spiritual freedom. The idea is 

that for the attainment of highest goal of life or  ( ), first we 

need to study the  ( ) or the or , then apply  

(the methodology or procedure of which Ny ya is a philosophical 

theory) or to conduct critical reflections on the tenets of this  

( ). And lastly we must turn our firm rational convictions to obtain 

immediate realization through regular and resolute practice of 

contemplation ( or ). Thus one can attain the 

immediate knowledge ( ) of the correct nature of the self 

( ). It has been recommended as the proximate means 

( - ) of salvation. 

Now the knowledge or theory of the techniques of Ny ya and 

Yoga (that is, Ny ya  and ) are necessary for 

their successful application. This knowledge we get from the 

respective theory (  and Yoga) or the art and science of these 

subjects (  and Yoga). 

n th Kavir j has referred to the passages of some works 

of  where 

ña’s view corresponds to the view of 

. However, this view is not the view of Gautama or any other 
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yika (excepting ña). At best we can conclude that 

there might have been a section of the tradition of  ( -

ekode i), which held that freedom was a positive state of happiness. 

We cannot on the basis of a single text say that this is the  

view of ( ) when innumerable works of  are there 

which says that according to  ( ) is a negative state 

of complete absence of suffering and  ( -

) is the means of spiritual liberation. The infinite happiness 

view of ( ) is standardly known as the view of Advita 

nata and not of Yoga or thji does not fail to 

notice that “The  D , in its present form, contains some 

S tras (4-2.38-49) where the practices of Yoga are strongly 

recommended”.17 We also admit that textual evidence shows that 

  since the time of Gautama recognizes the relevance 

of  or spiritual practices, discussed in the Yoga  of 

Patan , for the attainment of freedom. It holds true even today.  

The statements in question say or suggest that Patan  and, 

under his influence, Gautama, the author of , held that 

 is the direct source of freedom or liberation. But this is not the 

standard view of  in the matter and the tradition does not 

attribute it to Gautama. Besides, in the very first aphorism of 

 Gautama makes it explicit that freedom results from 

( ).18 He never says that it follows from . Even 

19 make it clear that yoga is a means of 

( ) and not of liberation which is, in its turn, the immediate and 

direct source of freedom. The 20 is, as V tsy yana finds it 

to be, is an answer to the question “How does knowledge of the truth 

(about the nature of the self) arise?”21 The knowledge under 

reference is the saving knowledge which immediately22 precedes 
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liberation. From this it is clear that Gautama is considering yoga as a 

means of ( ) or saving knowledge and not of  ( ) or 

liberation.      

To the question how does this knowledge arise Gautama’s 

answer is ‘ ’23, that is, through the practice of 

specific ( ) the knowledge in question is 

attained. This ( ) is one of the eight items known in the 

system of Patan , as yoga. Now why is this question? From  

itself we have the knowledge of the nature or reality of the self 

( ). But even before we obtain it from  (that is through 

inference), we get it from (the study of the) scripture or spiritual 

studies (  or in particular ). But the knowledge of 

 (truth about the self) which is obtained from ( ) 

[testimony of scriptures] and  (inference) — is mediate ( ). 

What is required is immediate realization or immediate experience of 

the truth about self ( )24. So the real question is how 

we can have immediate experience of the self ( ) 

and not just belief about self ( ). The answer is through the 

continued practice of the particular yoga which is called 

( ) and which is included in the list of eight items known as 

 ( ). This is the meaning of Gautama’s reply 

‘ ’.  

Instead of ( ) Gautama used the expression 

‘  ( ). And by this he must have meant 

 (  ). This is how Tarkav -ji 

has understood the passage25.  (  

) is the highest kind and the last stage of ( ). On 

the view that  is the immediate source of freedom,  must 

mean this (  ). In no other way 
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the need for all the kinds and stages of ( ) can be 

accounted for. If Gautama held that yoga is the direct and immediate 

source of freedom, he would have said that one attains freedom 

immediately after one attains (  )

or  ( ). There is unambiguous textual 

evidence which shows that Gautama holds that after  

( ) there arises not freedom but  or 

( ). So, we can conclude from this 

that, according to Gautama, for freedom we need 

( ) and for it we need  or yoga practices.  

It is believed by almost all the systems of Indian philosophy 

and certainly by  that liberation is preceded by immediate 

knowledge of  ( ) and this is produced by a special 

 or capacity which is obtained through yogic practices 

including or . There is unanimity among the 

Indian thinkers that for liberation one must finally have immediate 

and direct realization that self is  from ( ) every other 

thing with which we in our ignorance confuse it. This realization is of 

the nature of immediate experience or cognition. Yogic practices or 

yoga is certainly a great help in the attainment of liberation but it is 

not its immediate source. Gautama has systematized  system. 

He holds that knowledge and not practice is the  -

( - - ) or the immediate 

means of the highest fulfillment of life.  

Let us now discuss briefly two stages of ( ) or 

( ). Some people admit only ( ). There are also 

some people who admit only ( ). On the other 

hand, some people admit both ( ) and 

( ). According to some Indian philosophical schools, there are 
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two ways to get ( ). One can achieve straight the final stage 

of ( ) from the stage of  ( ) i.e. the state of 

bondage or can stay some time in the stage of  ( ) 

and at last can achieve ( ). This happens under 

two conditions as we will see later. There is a debate regarding 

whether ( ) liberation in life is distinct from 

( ) after death or not. But both admit that ( ) 

or liberation can be attained only by one who has attained 

( ) or 

( ). Even in a state of bondage we have indirect 

knowledge of the self or Brahman from inference or scriptures. Such 

indirect knowledge co–exists with the state of bondage. But from this 

men do not become liberated. Only when man attains 

( ), he becomes liberated. 

 This knowledge (immediate and true belief about the real 

nature of the self or Brahman) is attained by men when he is still in 

the state of bondage. Then after a long process of quest and effort 

when he attains direct and true apprehension of the self, he 

successfully terminates this bondage state and gets ( ). 

One may ask here a question that does one continue the 

embodied state even after he attains (

)? If one answers this in the negative then it implies that he 

does not admit ( ) stage. The attainment of 

( ) will mark the end of  ( ) and the man will enter into the 

 ( ) or disembodied sate. But how can it be possible that 

one is free (mukta) and still he is alive? 
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All schools o ka school also 

in their own sense) admit ( ). And majority of them admit 

two stages of ( ) — ( ) and 

( ). Gautama in his 1.1.9 explicitly enumerates 

( ) as one of the twelve ( ). This 

 ( ) is incidentally one of the sixteen themes of 

 that Gautama admitted explicitly in the very first  

(aphorism) of his book of aphorism called s . In the very 

first  Goutama explicitly expresses that he admits 

( ). For, Goutama says26 that ( ) which 

means ( ) or ( ) (includes along with 

) results from ( ). He indicates that 

there is a gap between the stage when man attains 

( ) and the stage when he gets ( ). During this period 

the man continues to have a body. But still he is liberated, for the 

cause of bondage or the false belief about the true nature of the self 

gets destroyed. 

One may ask here how we can recognise the man who is 

liberated but is still in his body? In other words, is there any mark of 

change or transformation which can help us to understand that a 

particular man is ( )? Mandan Mishra holds the 

view that a person who has attained the state of a  

( ) or man of stable insight can be said to be a  

( ).27 Diwakar Acharya has explained how in the  

Bhagaw n Sri Kri a explained the answer to Arjuna’s question that 

how a  ( ) can be translated as stable inside. 

 explains it as one in whom unwavering conviction of 

the form “I am Brahman” 28 is established. By the word ‘  ( ) 
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he means (  ). This ( ) can 

be of two types —  ( ) and  ( ).29 One who 

ceaselessly contemplates this  (oneness of self with Brahman 

or God) has  ( )30 and is called 

( ). In his answer to the question that n 

Kri a has elaborately described the nature and ways of  

( ) or ( ). 

nta,  also admits  

( ). But in the followers nta philosophy 

rya who established Vi i

nta do not admit 

( ). Some other Vai avas also do not admit the 

stage ( ) rya, if one will 

speak about ( ), there will be contradiction.31 There 

are two major arguments against the possibility of 

( ): (i) in the first place there is inference through which one 

can prove that ( ) is impossible, and (ii) the other 

nuja against ( ) is 

scriptural. In  there is a statement “

”. According to , this statement 

means that one who has attained ( ) (saving 

knowledge) has to work till the destruction of the body and then one 

becomes liberated.32 Mm. hu an Tarkav  also elaborately 

discussed about ( ) in his book. In this context he has 

discussed the position of the Gau iya Vai avas also. But we will not 

discuss this point here. 

Another  text is cited against ( ). Those 

who admit ( ) hold that a man is 
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( ) who is liberated but still has a body. The  in question 

says that the result of this ( ) is the destruction of 

–  ( ). Here it is said that ( ) destroys not 

one or two -  ( ), but many (or all) -  ( ). If all -

 ( ) are destroyed, then not only ( ) and 

( ) ( ) are destroyed, but 

( ) are also destroyed. Destruction of 

( ) necessitates the destruction of body. Thus no 

 ( ) or not any one who has attained 

( ) can continue to have a body after that 

( ). So, when they will be liberated, there will not be body. 

Hence only ( ) is possible. 

Those who believe in ( ) interpret it 

differently. For them the word ‘  ( ) means only 

( ) and  (  ) and not 

( ). But the opponents do not admit this view. 

According to them if it is the case then the word ‘  ( ) used in 

the  passage would not have used in the plural number. It 

means more than two or at least three. Then all three kinds of  

– ( )  ( ) and 

( ) — are implied by this word. In their reply the believers of 

( ) say that the use of plural number is justified in 

the sense that it refers many -s of both ( ) and 

(  ). Because there are many 

(  ) and many (  ). 

rya has offered a shorter argument against the 

ntins who admits ( ). He says let us 

accept that ( ) destroys one’s  (  
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) and  (  ) and not 

( ). Now, the problem is if a person becomes 

( ), then where the ( ) 

reside? Generally it should reside in it’s ( ). Since a 

 ( ) or created positive entity resides in it’s 

( ), if ( ) get destroyed, the  ( ) 

also get destroyed. One option is that  is it’s 

( ). But since  is permanent the 

( ) will also be permanent. And if

( ) are permanent, no one can achieve 

( ). This position of is not acceptable to 

both dualists and monist like Advaita ntin. 

One may say here that ( ) of a 

( ) do not reside in , rather it may reside 

in ( ) or ( ). Then  will say that 

( ) or ( ) is impermanent and gets destroyed 

by ( ). For, they are opposite in nature. So, in case 

of a ( ) there will not be ( ) and hence 

( ) cannot reside in ( ). 

Keeping these objections in mind proponents ( ) like 

ika-s offer two arguments. Their first argument is that if 

( ) is denied then we cannot explain the 

emergence and continuity of Tradition or . The 

important point of this argument is that the emergence and continuity 

of  Tradition is a fact; and fact cannot be denied. The 

authority ( ) of the ( ) that have come down to us 

from long antiquity has been proved by many independent 

arguments ( ). Now if we do not admit the stage of 
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( ), we will not able to explain how it ( ) 

revealed and continued long time through teachers ( ) and 

disciple-s ( ) and hence it ( ) will not have  

( ). Let us explain this point. Suppose we have a 

like ika a. It has been proved that 

there were a great and wise personality who discovered (directly 

apprehended) the relevant truths and taught to his disciples and they 

in their turn taught the truth or the ( ) to their disciples and 

so on. In the case of ika the founder of the 

da. Now, if Ka  himself did not know the 

truth expounded in the ( ) by him then the ika 

would lack  or authority. For this and for many 

reasons we have to accept that Ka  first accessed the truth 

directly and after that he taught this truth to his disciples. Thus 

ika was originated. 

If Ka  attained ( ) immediately after 

attaining ( ), he could not have opportunity to teach 

his disciples. On the other hand if he did not attain 

( ) when he taught his disciples and was in embodied state, 

then he did not have direct knowledge of the truth which he taught. 

Without such knowledge nobody can be an  ( ) or an 

authoritative person. The only way in which a ( ) has been 

handed down to us through a long chain of preceptors ( ) and 

disciples is that the founder of this tradition attained direct knowledge 

of ( ) and remained in body  and taught  his disciples. In 

other words the founder must have realized the truth (the saving 

truth) and must be in his earthly body. He must have been a 
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( ). Madhus said in his book 

that those founders -s were free from error.   

The opponents of ( ) still may not be 

convinced. They may say let us admit that only a 

( ) can be the founder of a ( ) . But it is not 

convincing that ( ) destroys only ( ) 

and  (  ) and not 

( ). As  ( ) they are all same. They are caused by 

( ) or ( ). 

ika-s offer it’s answer in the following way. 

( ) is not the immediate cause of  and 

( ) is not the immediate and sufficient cause of the 

destruction of body. So, when ( ) destroys  

( ) through destroying ( ), it does not destroy 

 ( ) immediately. Hence, it is theoretically possible for both

( ) and  ( ) along with the absence of 

( ) to be there for sometime. This happens at 

least for ( ) Goutama in his   

has clearly noted the sequence following which 

( ) produces  ( ) and causes of birth or body. In his 

 on this  tsy yana says this explicitly.  According to 

this , ( ) directly produces attachment or 

desire or ( ) or  ( ) for respective kind of things. The 

common name of these two is ( ). So, in the causal 

sequence ( ) comes after ( ). According 

to this from ( ) ( ) is produced. 

( ) means here ( ) or  ( ) or ( ). So, if 

a man who has ( ) about the true nature of the 
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self, his attraction ( ) is produced for certain objects and aversion 

is produced towards some other objects. Attraction leads to positive 

volition or ( ) and aversion leads to negative volition or 

( ). These in their turn produce  or ( ) 

and  (  or sin). This  ( ) has been meant by the 

word ( ) by Gautama in - 1/1/2. Gautama 

further says that this ( ) or  ( ) causes birth or the 

embodiment of the self.  ( ) causes embodiment of the self 

by producing its body. So, for the destruction of the body  

[particularly ( )] of the man is to be 

destroyed. ( ) directly causes the destruction or 

removal of the corresponding ( ). Only after 

 has been removed ( ) can be 

removed. Still that time  ( ) or ( ) continues to be 

there along with ( ). At this stage a man is to be 

admitted as ( ). Though he has attained 

( ) and liberation, he has still his body. For, the 

cause of it has not still been removed. Gautama has told us the 

sequence or the steps—from ( ) to destruction of 

the body. Here the expression ‘destruction of body’ is ambiguous. It 

may mean destruction of present body or all future (or possible) 

bodies. The destruction of all possible future bodies cannot be 

achieved till all ( ) and ( ) -s 

( ) are destroyed. For, these -s ( ) are seeds ( ) or 

necessary conditions of all possible future births. Immediately after 

( ) is attained all these (two types of) -  ( ) 

are destroyed and future possibility of birth is transcended. But 

present body is still there. It will be destroyed only when the reasons 

for which it has been produced are fulfilled. And the reason is 
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( ). The fruits of these

( ) are man’s direct experience of pleasure and pain ( ). 

Apart from that - ( ) another necessary condition of 

( ) is body. A man can have ( ) only in the embodied 

state. So, the body is called ( ). Only through 

( ) these ( ) are destroyed. So, 

it may be theoretically possible that a man simultaneously attains 

( ) and experiences the ( ) due to his 

( ). In that case the current body of that 

man will be destroyed and the possibility of future births would be 

checked. But there is no necessity that destruction of the last 

( ) and ( ) will occur at 

the same moment. In such a case a man will continue to be in his 

body for some time even after attaining ( ). A 

( ) man has normally two ways to spend the 

remaining part of his life. He may completely withdraw from society

and spend absolute and continue to observe

( ). Or, he may teach his disciples the saving 

truth including the real purpose of life, true nature of the self etc. to 

attain liberation. This is how the Tradition are founded with

( ) persons and are still continuing. So, 

( ) is not only possible but useful. A lot of things about 

( ) has been discussed by 

in his elucidation of the called 

. 
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